Ad Tech + Brands on Coronavirus Disinfo Sites: 13-17 April
GDI has studied a selection of conspiracy stories and sites spreading disinformation about the coronavirus

Conspiracy theories:
- COVID-19 is only killing non-whites.
- COVID-19 is a result of immigration.
- COVID-19 is plaguing African- and Jewish-Americans.
- COVID-19 is caused by Democrats and Liberals.
- COVID-19 is an attempt to depopulate white America.

All stories found on known coronavirus conspiracy sites.
Ad tech serving & funding these sites & stories:

Google

TradeLab

Criteo

RevContent

mgid

Rubicon
Brands funding these sites & stories:
Brand Advertisements

- All of these brands were found on the sites queried.
- Brand ads will vary by anyone’s data footprint & geolocation.
- Screenshots taken from locations in US, UK and Germany
- Given EU data protections, most ads provide clickable information on the company providing ad.
- This is what has been used to map these specific ads to the ad providers.
Coronavirus conspiracy story with ads by Google

STILL No White Deaths from Coronavirus – Why Won’t the Media Talk About This?

February 17, 2020

Exchanges on site supplying these specific ads: Google
Coronavirus conspiracy story with ads by Google

Exchanges on site supplying these specific ads: Google
Anti Hillary Ad from Google, paid for by “Conservative Buzz, LLC”

STILL No White Deaths from Coronavirus – Why Won’t the Media Talk About This?
February 17, 2020

How Google shows you ads
Coronavirus conspiracy story with ads by Google

Exchanges on site supplying these specific ads: Google
Coronavirus conspiracy story with ads by Google

CNN’s Jim Acosta Calls Trump Racist For Pointing Out Origin of Coronavirus – Just Weeks After He Did the Same Thing

By Rusty Weiss | Featured Contributor | March 12, 2020 11:11 AM

CNN reporter Jim Acosta accused President Trump of ‘xenophobia’ for pointing out the foreign origins of the coronavirus, despite doing the same thing himself weeks earlier.

In an address to the nation from the Oval Office Wednesday night, the President updated Americans on what steps his administration is taking in order to blunt the spread of the disease.

Trump noted – accurately – that the coronavirus outbreak “started in China” and that the White House was embarking on “the most aggressive and comprehensive effort to confront a foreign virus in modern history.”

Beside Himself

Exchanges on site supplying these specific ads: Google
CNN’s Jim Acosta Calls Trump Racist For Pointing Out Origin of Coronavirus – Just Weeks After He Did the Same Thing
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CNN reporter Jim Acosta accused President Trump of ‘xenophobia’ for pointing out the foreign origins of the coronavirus, despite doing the same thing himself weeks earlier.

In an address to the nation from the Oval Office Wednesday night, the President updated Americans on what steps his administration is taking in order to blunt the spread of the disease.

Trump noted – accurately – that the coronavirus outbreak “started in China” and that the White House was embarking on “the most aggressive and comprehensive effort to confront a foreign virus in modern history.”
Coronavirus conspiracy story with ads by Google

That’s Racist

So distraught was Acosta, that the only explanation he could dream up is that Trump’s reference to the coronavirus as foreign and from China must be his racism seeping through.

“Now why the president would go as far as to describe it as a foreign virus, that is something we’ll also be asking questions about,” he explained.

“But it should be pointed out that Stephen Miller, who is an immigration hardliner who advises the president is one of the top domestic policy advisers and speechwriter, was a driving force in writing this speech and I think it is going to come across to a lot of Americans as smacking of xenophobia to use that kind of term in this speech.”

Advice to our readers – if you’re having a tough day, kick back, relax, and realize this: At least you’re not as embarrassing as Jim Acosta.

Jimmy Hypocrite

Not only is it idiotic to make the suggestion that pointing out origins of the coronavirus is racist – you know, the way they do with most diseases (see German measles, Ebola virus, etc.) – Acosta is proving to be a world-class hypocrite.

In a tweet just weeks earlier, Acosta reported that officials in China were taking measures “to contain the growing spread of Wuhan Coronavirus.”
Coronavirus conspiracy story with ads by Rubicon Project
Exchanges on site supplying these specific ads: MGVID

Coronavirus conspiracy story with ads by MGID
Coronavirus conspiracy story with ads by TradeLab
Coronavirus conspiracy story with ads by TradeLab

Privacy

Last update: July 19, 2019

Why have you been targeted?

1. Targeting Cookies

1.1 TradeLab is working hard to enrich your navigation experience providing you advertisements that you may be interested in.

For this purpose, we use:

- Cookies, which are files that store a small amount of information that can be exchanged with your computer.

Exchanges on site supplying these specific ads: TradeLab
Coronavirus conspiracy story with ads by Criteo

Exchanges on site supplying these specific ads: Criteo
Coronavirus conspiracy story with ads by Criteo
Coronavirus conspiracy story with ads by BSmartData

Exchanges on site supplying these specific ads: BSmartData
Coronavirus conspiracy story - ads by Revcontent & Google
Coronavirus conspiracy story - Ads by Google
Coronavirus conspiracy story - Ads by Google

See additionally: Asians Far More Susceptible to Coronavirus than Other Races, More Likely to Die, Just Like SARS – REPORT
The story to this point: There may be nonetheless no confirmed case of the Coronavirus killing anybody aside from ethnic East Asians. The Drudge Report immediately (February 15) options FRANCE REPORTS FIRST DEATH OUTSIDE ASIA... however the underlying story, from Bloomberg by way of Yahoo Finance, says the sufferer was an “80-year-old Chinese tourist.” Drudge, after all, is simply scaring up clicks. However
Coronavirus conspiracy story - Ads by Google

See additionally: Asians Far More Susceptible to Coronavirus than Other Races, More Likely to Die, Just Like SARS – REPORT

The story to this point: There may be nonetheless no confirmed case of the Coronavirus killing anybody aside from ethnic East Asians. The Drudge Report immediately (February 15) options FRANCE REPORTS FIRST DEATH OUTSIDE ASIA... however the underlying story, from Bloomberg by way of Yahoo Finance, says the sufferer was an “80-year-old Chinese tourist.” Drudge, after all, is simply scaring up clicks. However this is just the very top of the iceberg of China Media...
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Coronavirus Discriminates by Race, Ethnicity – Italy 1st EU Breakout – Italians Were Disproportionally Vulnerable to 1918 Spanish Flu

March 2, 2020

Exchanges on site supplying these specific ads: Google
Coronavirus conspiracy story - Ads by Google

Coronavirus Discriminates by Race, Ethnicity – Italy 1st EU Breakout – Italians Were Disproportionally Vulnerable to 1918 Spanish Flu

March 2, 2020

Exchanges on site supplying these specific ads: Google
Trump Administration Opposes Bill Gates’ Vaccine Tracking System on ‘Personal Liberty’ Grounds

Gates wants a “mark of the beast” digital tracking system for vaccines.
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Deaths from COVID-19 to be Counted Among the Victims of Communism

Published 3 days ago on Apr 13, 2020
By Matthew McDonald
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In Russia, the central city clinical hospital in Moscow Region, is forced not only to fight coronavirus infection, but also to attempt to break into its territory supporters of the hardcore pro-Western opposition (led by ‘non-system’, Western-funded politician Alexei Navalny).

One of the most recent prominent cases involved ‘opposition activist’ Anastasia Vasilyeva.

“They came and wanted to get to the hospital. We have established a quarantine regime due to increased readiness to fight against coronavirus infection.

We explained to them that we have quarantine and they cannot drive to the hospital grounds. They allegedly came to give charity help, we explained that, firstly, we don’t need it, the hospital is fully equipped with all personal protective equipment,” Garik Khachatryan, head physician of the Central Divnul Hospital.
Activist Post 5G warning amidst Coronavirus, funded by Google

Why Isn’t WHO’s Advice to Reduce Cell Phone and WiFi Radiation Exposure Publicized During the Pandemic?

TOPICS:  BN Frank  Cell Phone

How To Protect Yourself - From 5G and EMF Radiation
Best Products for - EMF Repair - EMF Shielding - Personal EMF Protection
https://activistpost.com/
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https://ads.revjet.com/click/tag81336/766681715347423556/12.crmx=2&...ad
False ads about The WHO via Google

W.H.O. Recommends Bringing Back Alcohol Prohibition During Coronavirus Crisis
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